














From: Patti Webb
To: Christina Robertson-Gardiner
Subject: CIC attendance at CNA
Date: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 1:21:56 PM

Christina,
Thank you for letting me know about the grievance at CIC. There has been a lot of questions and
confusion at CNA about the CIC authority over our neighborhood. Mr and Mrs Baysinger have told the
CNA for the last 2 years, that we have "a direct order" from the CIC to adopt the bylaws they have  been
pushing. When we accused them of holding an illegal election, Karin Morey and Mayor Holladay came to
our meeting to tell us what to do. Karin was introduced as a "Parlimentary expert" to tell us she
considered them legal. When the Baysingers were introducing their bylaws, Amy Wilhite and Karin Morey
came to the CNA and told us we were "required to update our bylaws" Amy and Karin are both quite
aggressive on Nextdoor and in my opinion blur the line between personal and CIC business. I still do not
think that Code Enforcement should write tickets, then The Mayor recommends a company to do the
work. In my opinion, that is a conflict of interest and I have a right to say so. Having me kicked off
Nextdoor, amounts to censorship and implies something to hide.
If the CIC has no authority over the CNA, why do they come to our meetings and give the impression that
they do? when I asked Ms Morey, if the CIC had any authority to do this, I did not receive an answer.
Shouldn't Ms Morey know the answer is no, the CIC does not, especially when she is presented to our
members as a 'Parlimentary expert?"
Mrs Baysinger should also know the answer and stop using the CIC as a reason to sway the opinions of
the CNA.
Why has the Mayor assigned Mrs Baysinger to the CIC, when it is supposed to be voted on, or named by
the CNA?
Why have Ms Morey and Ms Wilhite been coming to our meetings at all? It definitely gives the members
the impression that they have some authority and in my opinion, this is not entirely ethical.
Thank You, Patti Webb
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